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Pathways of change from motion to modality in verbs meaning ‘come’ and ‘go’, though not 

infrequent, have been sparsely documented (Bourdin 2014; Wälchli & Cysouw 2012), let alone 

analyzed from a formal semantic point of view. This paper builds on a recent description of 

modal motion verbs in Hebrew (Tzuberi, in prep) to provide the first formal semantic analysis of 

the polyfunctionality of one such verb, namely ba ‘come’. We show that its core meaning as a 

goal-oriented motion verb persists in its modal use as a desire ‘feel like’ predicate and propose 

syntactic and semantic mechanisms that may account for its flexibility. 

Motion ba: Hebrew ‘come’ denotes events of motion, unspecified for manner, toward a 

Reference Point in the speech situation (notation: RPs*); the speaker, the addressee, or both 

(Tzuberi, in prep; following Oshima 2006). For example, (1) is true in a situation in which the 

speaker addresses his friend over the phone, the friend is at the library, and the speaker is biking, 

walking, or driving to the library. As seen in (1), the verb ba agrees with a nominative subject 

and exhibits standard SV word order. 

 (1)   

 

 

Tzuberi (in prep) argues that subjects of motion ba are restricted to animate Agents (with 

entailments of intent, Dowty 1979, as in (1)) or inanimates understood as materializing a plan (a 

bus enroute in (2a)), while other verbs of motion, notably higi`a ‘arrive’, take a wider range of 

inanimate subjects (2b). She attributes this difference to goal-orientation of ba but not higi`a. 

(2)  a. ha-otobus ba b-a-zman. 'The bus came on time.' 

b. ha-ma`atafa *baa/✓higi`a. `The envelope arrived.’ 

We propose that goal-orientation stems from the directional semantics of ba and for concreteness 

model such movement with directionally-related situations (forces in the formal sense of Copley 

& Harley 2015). [A] formalizes the idea that ba denotes movement that is directed toward a 

speech event participant. The variable f stands for a relation between two situations, an initial 

situation init(f) and a result situation fin(f), such that the first leads to the second ceteris paribus, 

i.e., if nothing external intervenes (Copley & Harley 2015). The result situation is required to 

include (≤) the moving individual, x. 

[A] λxλf: fin(f) coincides with the location of RPs*.move(f) & theme(f,x) & x ≤ fin(f) 

(Paraphrase: 'coming' is movement of an individual x to the location of a Reference 

Point in the speech situation s*) 

Modal ba: in its modal use, ba is comparable syntactically to prototypical Hebrew modals 

(mutar ‘permitted’, asur ‘prohibited’). It has arguments that do not trigger agreement: an 

experiencer introduced by the locative proposition l- 'to' (Landau 2002), and a proposition-

denoting phrase (IP, future oriented CP, or an intensional object). As a result, the verb surfaces 

with default (3MSG) values as in (3). The modal precedes the experiencer by default and the 

‘ani  ba l-a-sifriya    

I(M) come.1MSG to-DEF-library(F)    

‘I’m coming to the library.’                                                             Deictic motion verb 



 

 

experiencer is obligatory (unlike with asur/mutar). Semantically, ba is a bouletic modal that 

describes the experiencer’s internal "gut" desires. It is not deictic to the speech event. 

 (3)   

 

 

Morphosyntactically, modal ba contrasts minimally with a cognitive use of ba, as in (4), where 

the verb has an experiencer PP argument as in (3) and similar word order, but shows full verbal 

agreement with a following DP. The meaning of (4) is intuitively a metaphorical extension of the 

motion meaning of 'come', reversed: the subject does not come/go, rather a thought comes to her. 

 (4)   

 

 

We propose that Cognitive ba results from adding a locative argument to a non-deicitc variant of 

motion ba in [A], via a Voice projection encoding a goal (TO) location. The denotation of the 

VoiceP with its full argument structure (schematically: [VoiceP them [Voice TO [VP come thought]]]) 

is in [B]. The experiencer is the goal of the force and also includes the theme (thought). 

[B] λyλf.move(f) & theme(f,thought) & thought ≤ fin(f) & goal(f,y)  (Paraphrase: ‘coming 

to EXP’ is appearance of a theme (thought) into an experiencer y) 

In what sense do thoughts “reside” (≤) in individuals? We assume that certain attitude situations 

are associated with content (Hacquard 2006 a.o.) and propose that cognitive locations (i.e., 

experiencers) are such situations. We suggest that our analysis accounts for the immediacy of 

‘came to me’: thoughts do not travel, they just “pop” into consciousness.  

Our central claim is that modal ba in [C] is a “higher type” version of cognitive ba: it takes a 

propositional argument denoting the content of cognitive ba’s individual argument, and it is a 

predicate of situations that are result situations of cognitive ba. When [C] is combined with an 

experiencer PP, it provides a description of an attitude which springs to an individual’s 

consciousness: these are non-intellectual “gut” desires. Such attitudes are necessarily future 

oriented, accounting for this characteristic property of the construction. 

[C]  λpλs∃f∃x: s=fin(f), p=content(x). move(f) & theme(f,x) & x ≤ fin(f) 

Our analysis accounts for the stativity of modal ba (and the eventivity of motion and cognitive 

ba), since it is a predicate of situations (while a motion VP is a predicate of forces). As such, 

modal ba has the semantics of an Aspect head (Copley & Harley 2015, analogously to Klein 

1994; Kratzer 1998). This predicts its status as a more recent grammatical development. 
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ba l-ahen (lenasot) glida   
come.3MSG to-them.F try ice.cream(F)   

‘They feel like (trying) ice cream.’                                                              Desire modal 

ba-a  l-ahem maħšava (še-…)   
came-3FSG to-them.M thought(F) that-…   

‘A thought (that …) came to them.’                                                   Cognitive verb 


